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In Transit, author and journalist Jim Kershner
follows the construction, dissolution, and recon‐
struction of greater Seattle’s mass-transit net‐
works between the late nineteenth and early twen‐
ty-first centuries, showing how and why mass
transit is often central to the regional politics of
urban development. In doing so, Kershner tracks
the region’s many missed opportunities to develop
a regional mass-transit network, leading up to a
previously untold story: the creation and growth
of Sound Transit, the regional transit agency
whose routes now span from Tacoma to Everett.

financial sponsor) and celebrates the agency’s
hard-won triumphs.
The book’s ten chapters cover three main peri‐
ods. Chapters 1, 2, and 3 detail the emergence of
Seattle’s streetcar network between the 1880s and
1930s. After competing private companies built a
tangled skein of urban and suburban rail lines,
Stone & Webster, the East Coast transportation
conglomerate, consolidated them into a single sys‐
tem, forming a monopoly protected by an exclu‐
sive franchise from Seattle’s city council. In 1911,
civil engineer Virgil Bogue proposed a Seattle mas‐
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nonprofit that runs Washington State’s digital his‐

city’s rail mileage, but voters rejected it—the re‐

tory encyclopedia, Transit is more documentary

gion’s first major missed opportunity. Instead,

than argumentative. Kershner both smoothly sum‐
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marizes earlier scholarship and updates it by using

street railway system from Stone & Webster, which

original research to carry this story into the

sold at a profit. Twenty years later, with Seattle’s
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nance problems, and under heavy competition

which means Transit pays little attention to free‐
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for mass transit to solve) or to the Puget Sound re‐
gion’s extensive maritime transportation net‐
works. Although not officially an institutional his‐
tory, the book is nonetheless the result of close col‐
laboration with Sound Transit (which is listed as a

Chapters 4, 5, and 6 describe the bus boom be‐
tween World War II and the 1980s. While the new
buses served the region well during World War II,
rising car ownership and suburban

growth

brought postwar congestion and gridlock. The re‐
gion’s second major missed opportunity came
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The book hits its stride in the third section.

and environmental justice sit mostly in the back‐

Chapters 7, 8, 9, and 10 recount Sound Transit’s

ground. This is more a history of a transit system

birth—the politics that led to its creation and the

than of the people who rely on it. While Transit dis‐

transit network it is presently building. Sound

cusses the planning and construction problems as‐
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nels are a recurring obstacle—the book does not
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al commuter-rail service, and starting construc‐
tion on a new light-rail network centered on Seat‐
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1996, 2008, and 2018) collectively worth more than

work. It combines existing scholarship with news‐
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heavily on secondary sources earlier in the book,

The book itself is beautifully designed, sturdily con‐
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in Sound Transit’s creation and operations. These
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chapters communicate a vivid sense of the people
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